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The Red Gate Guide to SQL Server Team-based DevelopmentRed gate, 2010

	Only small projects, relevant to very few people, are built by the sweat and toil of a lone developer. Larger projects, affecting whole organizations, will invariably require a team of people to design and develop the application and its storage layer, or database.


	In some cases, this will mean some developers and one or two DBAs,...
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Putting A New Spin on Groups: The Science of ChaosLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
Putting a New Spin on Groups: The Science of Chaos, Second Edition continues to challenge orthodoxy and static ideas about small group dynamics. A primary goal is to offer an alternative model of group development that addresses three factors:

*The model integrates old ideas from previous models of group development with new...
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International News Coverage and the Korean Conflict: The Challenges of Reporting PracticesPalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		This book explores journalism practices and the dynamics of international news media in Korea, and examines the ways in which Korean journalists and foreign correspondents cover news stories about the Korean conflict. It notably explores news gathering practices concerning the Korean conflict, and investigates factors that influence...
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Work (The Art of Living Series)Acumen Publishing, 2008

	Work is one of the most universal features of human life; virtually everybody spends some part of their life at work. It is often associated with tedium and boredom; in conflict with the things we would otherwise love to do. Thinking of work primarily as a burden - an activity we would rather be without - is a thought that was shared by the...
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Iran and Nuclear Weapons: Protracted Conflict and Proliferation (Routledge Global Security Studies)Routledge, 2009
This book investigates what is driving Iran's nuclear weapons programme in a less-hostile regional environment, using a theory of protracted conflicts to explicate proliferation.

Iran’s nuclear weapons program has alarmed the international community since the 1990s, but has come to the forefront of international security...
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CONCUR 2004 -- Concurrency TheorySpringer, 2004
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 15th International Conference on Concurrency Theory, CONCUR 2004, held in London, UK in August/September 2004.

The 29 revised full papers presented together with 4 invited papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 134 submissions. Among the topics covered are concurrency...
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The Encyclopedia of Demons and DemonologyFacts on File, 2009
The conflict between good and evil can be found in every culture, mythical tradition, and religion throughout history. In many cases, the source of evil has been personified as demons or devils, and in many belief systems, both are considered to be real entities operating outside the boundaries of the physical world to torment people or lead...
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Asymmetric Warfare in South Asia: The Causes and Consequences of the Kargil ConflictCambridge University Press, 2009

	The 1999 conflict between India and Pakistan near the town of Kargil in contested Kashmir was the first military clash between two nuclear-armed powers since the 1969 Sino-Soviet war. Kargil was a landmark event not because of its duration or casualties, but because it contained a very real risk of nuclear escalation. Until the Kargil...
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Independence in Central America and Chiapas, 1770–1823University of Oklahoma Press, 2019

	
		Central America was the only part of the far-reaching Spanish Empire in continental America not to experience destructive independence wars in the period between 1810 and 1824. The essays in this volume draw on new historical research to explain why, and to delve into what did happen during the independence period in Central...
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Cognitive Superiority: Information to PowerSpringer, 2020

	
		In a world of accelerating unending change, perpetual surveillance, and increasing connectivity, conflict has become ever more complex. Wars are no longer limited to the traditional military conflict domains?land, sea, air; even space and cyber space. The new battlefield will be the cognitive domain and the new conflict a larger...
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Nervous States: Democracy and the Decline of ReasonW W Norton, 2019

	
		In this age of intense political conflict, we sense objective fact is growing less important. Experts are attacked as partisan, statistics and scientific findings are decried as propaganda, and public debate devolves into personal assaults. How did we get here, and what can we do about it?

	
		In this...
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Nonprofit Essentials: Managing TechnologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
This book is intended to help nonprofit leaders become not only more effective as
administrators, marketers, researchers, and fundraisers, but also more responsible custodians
of limited funds.When every penny counts, computers can help to make it
possible for small, committed groups to perform the routine tasks that once...
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